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Preparing for Storms and Petroleum Storage Facilities







Where Is Petroleum Storage?
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Impacts of Hurricane Harvey on oil 
infrastructure
• 18 total or partial closures of refineries (15 - 20% of 

US refining capacity)
• More than 1 million gallons of chemical spilled

4/22/2018
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Source: Washington Post



Ask questions (brainstorming)
Scenarios and Scope:
• What kind of storm? Kinds of initiating events (ice, snow, freezing, wind, 

flooding, lightning,…)
Risk Components
• What could happen?
• How likely is it?
• How bad are the consequences?
Help from:
• Past storm experience
• SMEs in your company or other companies
• Public domain documents
• Effective processes such as risk assessment and decision analysis

First step – Management Commitment and Making this 
Process Yours
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1. Critical info moved to cloud and accessible. 
Backups, duplicate copies of SPCC plans

2. Procedures and criteria for turning off power 
to various systems and communications 
protocols.

3. Define min staffing and org charts and 
functions for operations under emergency

4. Find out your community emergency 
response systems and talk to them; contact 
fire marshall, regulatory agencies, and other 
companies

5. Talk to your insurance agent
6. Check Ready.gov, FEMA, etc.
7. Review, revise, or write emergency response 

procedures

Solution Brainstorming

1. Paperwork could be flooded so what impact 
on procedures, customers, orders,…?

2. What if electrical and communications go 
out?

3. Access to premise by workers, customers, 
etc.

4. What kind of emergency response incident 
command system available to us and what 
are requirements. What kind of 
commitments are we willing to make for 
others?

5. What does our insurance cover?
6. What are the available resources for 

information.
7. Does each employee know what to do 

during a specific kind of emergency

Some Questions

Example: Multidisciplinary Team Asks Questions and Develops Checklists



Saffir-Simpson Scale









Hurricane Harvey's three lingering US landfalls brought record 
rain to parts of south Texas and Louisiana at the end of August, 
burying the region in 27 trillion gallons of rainwater.



Katrina Sandy Harvey Irma Maria

2005 2012 2017 2017 2017

8/23/05-8/31/05 10/22/12-11/2/12 8/17/17-9/2/17 8/30/17-9/13/17 9/16/17-10/2/17

Bahamas, South and 
Central Florida, 
Louisiana, Mississippi, 
Alabama, Florida 
Panhandle, Eastern US

Greater Antilles, 
Bahamas, most of the 
eastern United States 
(especially the coastal 
Mid-Atlantic States), 
Bermuda, eastern 
Canada

Windward Islands, 
Suriname, Guyana, 
Nicaragua, Honduras, 
Belize, Cayman Islands, 
Yucatán, Southern and 
Eastern United States  
Texas, Louisiana

Greater Antilles (Cuba 
and Puerto Rico), Turks 
and Caicos Islands, The 
Bahamas, Eastern 
United States 
(especially Florida)

Lesser Antilles,  U.S. 
Virgin Islands, Puerto 
Rico, Dominican Republic, 
Haiti, Turks and Caicos 
Islands, The Bahamas, 
Southeastern United 
States, Mid-Atlantic 
States, Ireland, United 
Kingdom, France, Spain

175mph 115mph 130mph 185mph 175mph

161 billion $ 70 billion $ 134 billion $ 65 billion $ 91.6 billion $

Cat 5 Cat 3 Cat 4 Cat 5 Cat 5

1833 233 68-120 33 - 138 112-1133



• Winds
• Storm surge
• Floods 
• Waves
• Rainfall
• Debris
• Lightning
• Tornadoes 
• Ice
• Low Temp



Wind = Force
• Different codes, in US ASCE-7
• Calculations complex but good news is every tank at a site can use 

single wind speed with exception for importance
• Start with neutral conditions in terms of return period, height above 

ground, topography, and ground roughness, for example
▫ "The basic wind speed V is the 3-second gust speed estimated to be 

exceeded on the average only once in 50 years ..... at a height of 10 m 
above the ground in an open situation .....“

• Adjust based on factors, geometry, etc. to arrive at wind force
• 3-second gust wind speed (based on anemometer response time)
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PRESSURE FROM WIND

Pressure on 
a 50 ft x 
100 ft 
surface is 
125000 lb
force for a 
100 mph 
wind

Wind pressure based on 𝑝 =  .00256𝑉



Wind pressure also increases with elevation
ASCE-7 provides rules on wind pressure v height
For tanks usually 2 pressure elevation zones 
discretized





Overturning

Sliding

Effects of Wind

All effects mitigated by weight in the tank

Buckling



Hurricane Hazards Contributing to Failures
 Tornadoes
 High Winds



Construction Risk



Flooding = Buoyancy Problems

Crude oil specific gravity ~1.0
Gasoline ~0.7

Specific 
gravity is a 
density ratio 
comparing 
liquid to 
water density

Archimedes 
Principle



• Empty or partially full tanks can float up, damaging the system
• Water can get inside tanks and displace the contents
• Groundwater pressure can put stress on underground piping, causing it 

to leak
• Water and debris can damage electrical systems
• Floodwaters over the top of the vent lines can fill the tank with water
• Loose fill caps/vapor recovery caps allowing water into the tank. 

Flooding UST Systems





Flooding can cause “external pressure”





Antidote



Flooding Preparation for UST
• Power off to UST systems
• Inventory product and water levels (for later checks after storm)
• Fill tank
• Secure openings (important – openings not tight tank contents will be 

replaced with water which will float away the contents)
• Ensure spill bucket seals tight so tanks do not float away
• Temporary cap off vent lines
• Weight down area above tanks with dirt, sand bags, large containers of 

sand to reduce chance of floating tank



• Make sure power is off to any equipment.
• Determine if the UST released product.
• Determine if water or debris entered the UST.
• Return power and check the release detection system.
• Inspect all equipment for proper operation.
• Clean and empty spill buckets and sumps.
• Perform a tightness test.
• Test the cathodic protection system.

Post Flooding Steps for USTs



• Buoyancy
• Water currents
• Wind overturning and sliding effects amplified by buoyant forces
• External pressure
• Effects

▫ tank movement
▫ shell buckling
▫ bottom bellowing

Flooding Aboveground Storage Tanks
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Some Types of Storage Tank Floating Roofs

and many others











• In this Wednesday, Aug. 30, 2017 file photo, large storage tanks situated 
in retention ponds are surrounded by rainwater left behind by Tropical 
Storm Harvey at ExxonMobil’s refinery in Baytown, Texas. Companies 
have reported that roughly two dozen storage tanks holding crude oil, 
gasoline and other fuels collapsed or otherwise failed during Harvey, 
spilling a combined 140,000 gallons of fuel, according to an Associated 
Press analysis of state and federal accident databases. Federal rules 
require companies to be prepared for spills, but don’t require them to 
take any specific measures to secure the massive fuel storage tanks at 
refineries and oil production sites that are prone to float and break 
during floods.

Associated Press Photo – Next Slide





• Harvey: Flooding related damage: 
▫ At least 20 small size ASTs overturned or floated away

4/22/2018
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Spill of asphaltOverturning of production ASTs

Asphalt

Source: NOAA

Source: The Victoria Advocate

source: Professor Jamie Padgett Rice University



• Harvey: Flooding related damage: 
▫ Flotation of 2 large ASTs releasing 11,000 bbl of gasoline

4/22/2018
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Source: NOAA

Oil sheen

Source: NOAA

source: Professor Jamie Padgett Rice University



• Harvey: Rainfall related damage: 
▫ At least 17 floating roofs sank or tilted

4/22/2018
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Source: NOAASource: NOAA

AfterBefore

AfterBefore

Source: NOAA

Source: NOAA

Source: Google Earth

Source: Google Earth

source: Professor Jamie Padgett Rice University



• Harvey: Wind related damage: 
▫ Cladding damage next to the coast

4/22/2018
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Source: CBS News

source: Professor Jamie Padgett Rice University













Tank Weights

y = 67.544x2 + 385.06x + 21173
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A good rule of thumb is that at least 3 feet of product should be a 
starting point to eliminate the threat of floating tank

Add more 
product to 
counter wind 
force and flood 
current forces 
for sliding, 
tipping or 
buckling 
prevention0
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Investigation of AST failures

• Flotation of large size ASTs:
▫ Low internal liquid level could be responsible

4/22/2018
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Source: CBS News

source: Professor Jamie Padgett Rice University



• Flat Bottom Tanks
▫ Earthen
▫ Concrete Ringwall
▫ Gravel Ringwall
▫ Slab
▫ Slab/Piles

• Spheres on 
• Noded Spheroid in soil or concrete
• Dished in soil or concrete

Tank Foundations Pre and Post Flooding

Database of tanks and tank 
foundation types
Foundation types will be a clue to 
type of damage found post 
flooding





Survey show what you had 
before storm. They also 
show changes to tank 
foundation and settlement 
after flooding.



External surveys at the 
“chime” are sufficient to do 
engineering assessments 
for this purpose



• Secondary Containment



Lack of piping flexibility can cause catastrophic results



Wind Uplift Forces



Common AST failure modes
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• Flotation due to storm surge or flooding



Common AST failure modes
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• Sliding due to storm surge or flooding



Common AST failure modes
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• Buckling due to wind or storm surge



Common AST failure modes
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• Floating roof failure



driving force 
for flow
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Best Conditions
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Secondary Containment Filled with 6 ft water

driving force 
for flow

8 – 6 = 2 ft

drain 
hose

water on 
floating 

roof
2 ft

Worst Case 
Conditions



How will you manage floating roof drains?

• Keep drain valve closed?
• Keep drain valve open?
• Will valve operation violate policy? If so, procedures need to address 

this abnormal condition.



Getting Started –
and doing better than just staying afloat



Create-Update Plans

Assess

Cooperative with Similar 
Local Businesses

Implement teams, 
cooperatives and 

incident command 
system

Post storm

Lessons learned



Senior Management Must Commit Resources
• Define type of storm or condition to address
• Use multidisciplinary team to frame scope and begin risk screening process
• Establish a database covering site conditions, data available/needed, 

equipment characteristics, type of tank, safeguards,…ongoing development 
process

• Determine most likely scenarios given specific conditions such as
▫ secondary containment filled with stormwater
▫ not enough fuel to ballast tanks (use water? import other fuel? comingle?
▫ floating roofs sink
▫ USTs pop out of ground and spill
▫ look for rigidly connected piping and assess



• Develop guidelines and procedures that execute when plan implemented
▫ Guides for Preparing, Incident Management and Post Storm Recovery
▫ Develop location specific check-Lists

• Guidelines and Procedures should include:
▫ Designation of essential personnel
▫ Review security plan
▫ Business continuity plans
▫ Communication needs
▫ Include consideration for satellite phones and WIFI

• Drills: 
▫ Dynamic table top scenarios aimed to test preparedness
▫ Transfer of control room and control center functions

• Review all plans annually and update as needed
▫ Implement updates from previous lessons learned

Planning



• SME  Teams of Engineers, IT specialists and operations
▫ Assessments, repairs, project continuity
▫ Operations Support
▫ Business Resumption
▫ Prioritize where and when start up occur
▫ Compliance Support

 Communication with regulatory bodies
 Review re-start plan

Specialized Teams Ready for Post Storm Actions



• ready.gov
• https://www.nhc.noaa.gov/outreach/
• https://www.fda.gov/NewsEvents/PublicHealthFocus/ucm317232.htm
• https://www.nsc.org
• https://www.fema.gov
• SSPEED severe storm prediction, education, and evacuation from 

disasters. http://sspeed.rice.edu
• https://nebula.wsimg.com/a1d6859382e7f333261a56bd692f2988?Acc

essKeyId=B38FF36BAC7128384C74&disposition=0&alloworigin=1
• pemyconsulting.com

Resources




